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Midea is committed to staying at the forefront of technology in the
area of customer appliances . Never forgetting the principle of

“customer-first”， Midea strives to establish a technological
advantage through teamwork and innovation.

Midea owns a large scale plant for manufacturing kitchen appliances
and spare parts , equipped with industry-leading production facilities ,
assembly line , test labs , quality control and R & D centers.

The integrated system guarantees an efficient and strict quality
assurance framework covering every aspect and sector of
manufacturing.



Strength in our design comes from our Diversity
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ovens are an essential addition to many 

restaurants , convenience stores , and employee break
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rooms . They quickly heat and cook different portions 

of food for the ultimate in convenience.

Although they are similar in functionality to residential 

units , they are more powerful and meet commercial 

regulations.
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All ovens include Culinary Appliance Applications support. 

A commercial microwave is one of the most essential pieces of equipment for any 
restaurant , concession stand , fast food establishment or catering operation . Whether
simply heating up soup for a customer’s order , cooking entrees or steaming vegetables ,
a microwave oven will help completing all heating and preparation needs in a timely
manner . Choose from light duty for low-volume applications , medium or heavy duty
models for more frequent use . We also offer different Wattage options for low-to high-
volume applications . All ovens include Culinary Appliance Applications support.
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platforms specially designed for commercial situations.

Automatically cooks to the best result 
with Midea microwave oven.

.

 Scan the foods' barcode and cook 
 automatically to take the guess work
 out of operating and heating and save 
 your customer time.
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563×420×340mm（22.2×16.5×13.4inches）

120V 20A
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1217G1A 1200W

1200 - 2100 Watts of cooking power

120V 20A for 1217G1A

1200 - 2100
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and door handle
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and door.

20A208V/230V60Hz
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1200 Watts of cooking power

and door handle.

1200W
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20 A/230 V 60 Hz
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20 A/230V 60 Hz
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and door handle

15 A/120V 60 Hz
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15 A/120 V 60 Hz
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and door handle

15 A/120V 60 Hz
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15 A/120V 60 Hz
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